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In Greek mythology, Cassandra was the most beautiful of King Priam’s daughters. So striking was her beauty and demeanor that the god Apollo became smitten with her and bequeathed to her the gift of prophecy. But in exchange for his generosity, he sought to seduce her. Wishing to be virtuous, Cassandra refused. Apollo’s retribution was to levy a curse upon Cassandra, such that all who heard her would be incredulous of her prophecies. The tragedy of Cassandra is that despite her prescience, she was rendered impotent to affect the future and avert calamity (1). The power of mythology is derived from the perdurability of meaning in metaphors that are relevant even in modern times. Thus, I pose the question: has interventional pain management suffered “Cassandra’s curse”? For although scientific progress has led to an increased understanding of the mechanisms of pain and pain therapeutics, the administrative and economic infrastructure that fosters support (or lack thereof) for the provision of medical services are such that we are becoming ever more disempowered to use this knowledge to effectively care for those in pain.

This paradox reflects the corporate systematization and commodification of medicine in general. As Laxmaiah Manchikanti (2) illustrates in this volume, economic corporatization of medicine is governmentally directed to subsidize agencies (namely Medicare and Medicaid) that ultimately influence, if not explicitly control, the climate of fiscal resource allocations manifested by other third-party payors. This has affected the practice of interventional pain management through a pervasive third-party focus upon proximate-cost containment that threatens the moral obligation to safely and effectively treat the pain patient. On a broader scale, this commodification is the result of numerous processes, including but not limited to a reciprocal interaction between a technological value-ladeness, Post-modern consumerist mindset and an imposing market-model mentality (3, 4).

I argue that ethical medical practice should not, and cannot be subsumed by an ethos of business (5). I base this argument upon the following premises: First, it is the ends, or telos, of any undertaking that establishes its nature, directs the ultimate focus of its activities, and often determines the conduct of those actions (6). The telos of business is profit; the telos of medicine is the beneficial and just provision of care to the patient (7-9). Thus, medicine is not business; and while there is an aspect of business within the practice of medicine, it is crucial to recognize that the act of medicine is dedicated by covenant to the good of the patient. Second, medicine is non-proprietary, and is not a public commodity to be restricted through market manipulation. As William F. May states, the covenantal fiduciary of medicine obligates respect of three fundamental features: 1) that medicine (as healthcare) is a fundamental, not instrumental good; 2) that it is not the only fundamental good, and as such must be efficient and cost-effective – not in the economic sense, but as moral imperatives against waste or injustice; and 3) that medicine is a public good (not a public commodity) and as such those who are involved in any domain of medicine bear the responsibility of public investment in that fundamental good (10).

Even if we were to concede that some aspect of medicine is a business, it is essential to recognize that any business exists to accommodate the needs of people, both individually and within community, and as such must reflect, and be sensitive to the values that support and determine those needs (11). Therefore, I opine that the corporate domain of medicine should be oriented and adherent to the moral values of those it serves. In other words, the “business of medicine” should be consistent with the ends, and uphold the moral values and obligations of medicine, rather than the moral affirmations and ends of medicine being deconstructed or bastardized to merge with those of business.

Both pain physician and pain patient place primary moral value upon the provision of right and good care that is engendered through the clinical encounter, and which reflects affirmation of and obligation to reciprocal trust, authenticity, and veracity (8, 12). Thus, patient and physician exist in community...
– a relationship of shared values – that are focal to, and derived from the fact of pain, the physicians’ act of profession and the nature and ends of medicine (9, 13). This community is bounded on one side by the needs of the patient for continuity of competent care and the empowerment of being healed, and on the other by the needs of the physician to be able to exercise knowledge and skill, sustaining medicine as a humanitarian healing endeavor. Within this community there is the expectation that what is offered is genuine, what is needed can and will be provided, and that the fiduciary will be upheld. Simply, the physician enters this community expecting that her professed skills, knowledge and abilities to engage the act(s) of medicine will be realized in the healing encounter, and the patient enters this relationship explicitly seeking the physician’s competence and capacity for care. These expectations are not supererogatory, but rather reflect what Edmund Pellegrino calls the intrinsic premises of medicine qua medicine (14), and thus define what I believe to be the therapeutic and moral parameters of patient and physician de communitas – in fellowship. I argue that the “business of medicine” must support these values, enable these needs to be satisfied, and meet the expectations of the community it serves.

The disparate ends of business and medicine must be aligned such that the corporate and clinical components of medicine are mutually dedicated to the common end of rendering right and good care to patients. In this way, the ‘business’ of interventional pain management would afford the administrative and fiscal means to provide and sustain the medical resources required to best treat persons in pain. However, any strategy to accomplish this redirection cannot be myopic. Hence, while change is needed that must re-enable the clinician and empower the patient, any such change must also maintain some sense of economic viability in order to survive in a healthcare market that is not likely to be revamped in the proximate future (5). Manchikanti (2) has illustrated patterns and impact of Medicare reimbursement and procedure utilization, and shown that potential problems lie in the system of distributional resource allocation, its use, and the “downstream” effects incurred in the practice of interventional pain management. But this is not simply “describing the curse”, rather, Manchikanti (2) may be illuminating the course to effect a cure - by recognizing the nature, scope and magnitude of the problem we may establish a pediment to examining, identifying and ultimately developing effective and ethically sound solutions.

But we must be cautious, for complex problems cannot be solved by simple solutions. If we seek to revise Medicare, Medicaid and other third-party reimbursement systems, it is important to realize that simply enthusing available funding without implementation of guidelines and policy to guide use may incur potential dilemmas. There is evidence to suggest that augmenting support for particular maladies may actually increase their incidence and/or prevalence (15, 16). This “social iatrogenesis” can result from allocating resources toward therapeutic programs that 1) do not produce saliently positive endpoints, or 2) fail to recognize and implement new and novel approaches to treatment (17). Using even the most expanded resources in this way would be counter-productive, exacerbating the inadequacies of extant therapeutics, and thus do little more than fund the sick role. It is for these reasons that I maintain that the “cure for the curse” lies in a paradigm shift, the goal of which being economic and clinical programmatic revision(s) to enable care that is safe, effective and patient-focused, but not merely a perpetuation of existing services. To do this, it is important to thoroughly examine how support for particular services and procedures affects both physician use and patient outcomes. If we are to revise the third-party payment system, it must be a well-conceived revision, based upon evidentiary knowledge of what treatments work, what treatments do not, and why. But this would only be one factor amidst a larger tide of change.

By taking ardent, yet calculated strides toward change I believe that a lasting benefit of this Decade of Pain Control and Research would be the articulation of a new paradigm that engages truly translational research, encompassing the basic sciences, clinical applications, and social and economic analyses to compel development of guidelines and policy to support the delivery of the most effective pain therapeutics. From this, we may develop both improved methods of research and care, and modify fiscal resource allocations to allow subsidy of these enterprises.

But any venues to revision require subsidy. Without economically supported change, the system will continue its present spiral of commodification, resource restrictions, escalating costs and ineffectuality. Perhaps funding incentives generated by federally funded institutional programs (e.g.- National Institutes of Health, National Pain Care Policy Act, etc.) and distinct ear-marked governmental support at the local, state and national levels will establish subsidized resources for interventional pain management. These would be definitive steps in the right direction; but governmental articulation is slow, and change agency is not passive - it must be actively initiated, reinforced, and led through the strong voice of individuals in community (18). This can be achieved through the process of identifying purpose, developing plans and guidelines, and influencing progress as a result of interactive dialog. In this way, resultant policy would reflect and emphasize the values, serve the end(s), and ultimately enhance the substantive “goods” required to upbear the community of pain physician and patient. Within this paradigm, the clinical and corporate domains of medicine could become unified toward the development and delivery of more effective and ethically sound patient care.
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